NEW AGE PACKAGING
FOR LAUNDRY SOAPS

FINSEAL-11MP
Pouch pack machine for laundry soap

(100g/500g/800g/1Kg packs, etc.)

FINSEAL-11MP

15+
PATENTS

Pouch pack machine for laundry soap (100g/500g/800g/1Kg packs, etc.)
1 Day Finseal 11 MP Output = Productivity of 15 Men

Principal of operation
2 rows of soaps are placed edge ways on flat belt conveyor,
either by link up conveyor (not a part of the of the machine) or
manually. Autofeeder transfers these soaps to the infeed lug
conveyor of the machine. Infeed conveyor then transfers
multi soap into wrapping film that has been formed into a
tube by means of forming folder. Bottom seal is made by
three sets of rollers. Cross sealing and cutting knife separate
the packed soaps. Heat sealable material like BOPP or
laminates is used.

Standard features
Ÿ All surfaces over which soaps are transported are made
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

of stainless steel
Flat belt conveyor infeed with Transfer Unit
Long seal is formed by means of three pairs of rollers,
axes of which can be tilted to get best results
Torque slip clutch to prevent damage in case of
accidental jams
Low voltage heaters for safety
Individual temperature controls for heaters
Print registration unit for printed wrapper
Heavy distortion-free cast structure

Optional features
Ÿ Date Printing unit
Ÿ Variable speed drive (AC frequency control)
Ÿ Castors for mobility of machine

Principal of operation
2 rows of soaps are placed edge ways on flat belt
conveyor, either by link up conveyor (not a part of the of
the machine) or manually. Autofeeder transfers these
soaps to the infeed lug conveyor of the machine. Infeed
conveyor then transfers multi soap into wrapping film
that has been formed into a tube by means of forming
folder. Bottom seal is made by three sets of rollers. Cross
sealing and cutting knife separate the packed soaps.
Heat sealable material like BOPP or laminates is used.
Specially designed for Laundry Bars & Detergent Bars
or Cartonned Products. Multi-soap pack.

Key Highlights
1. Speed: upto 120 PPM (Single Pack). Upto 60 PPM
(Multiple Pack)
2. Infeed to the machine by means of easy to load flat belt
conveyor carrying two rows of products
3. Easy size change
4. Elegant packing with gussetting option.
5. High productivity
6. Gentle handling of product

Product Size (in mm)
L
60
220

MIN.
MAX.

W
40
100

H
25
65

Ÿ All minimum and maximum sizes are not valid

at same time
Ÿ Other dimensions can be considered on request.
Ÿ Power: 2.5 KW/440V, 3 Phase, 50/60 Hz

120 PPM for Single Pack
60 PPM for Multiple Pack

INFEED

FINSEAL 11 M.P.

DISCHARGE

920

Machine Layout

4700

Khosla Precisions
120
Hi-Speed

93 Industrial Area, Ph-I, Panchkula 134108, Haryana, INDIA
Tel: 91-172-2562664, 76703, Fax: 91-172-2584510
E-mail : info@khoslamachines.com

